“You Can Still Be You”  
Music and Lyrics by Dawn Thompson

Verse 1
D       G
Wearing a mask can be hard I know
A    D
It might feel funny on your cheeks and nose
D                                     G
But think about what you still can do
Em    A
Even with a mask you still are you

Chorus
G                          D
You can wave wave wave hello
Em                       D
You can tap tap tap your toes
G                             D
You can still put on your happy face
Em                     A
And still be at your favorite place
G                                Em
And the very best thing you still can do
G                                Em
Is breathe in *inhale*, breathe out *exhale*
A   A7  D
And still be you

Chorus Fill-in-the-blank version (ideas)
G                          D
You can (something you can do with your body)
Em                       D
You can (something you can sing/say)
G                             D
You can (something else you can still wear with your mask)
Em                     A
You can (somewhere you’re allowed to go with your mask on)
G                                D
And the very best thing you still can do
G                                Em
Is breathe in *inhale*, breathe out *exhale*
A   A7  D
And still be you